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• THE ECONOMETRICS OF DAMAGE CONTROL:
WHY SPECIFICATION MATTERS

•

One of the most important classes of factors of production is that consisting

of damage control agents. Unlike standard factors of production (land, labor,

and capital) these inputs do not increase (they may, in fact, decrease)

potential output. Instead, their distinctive contribution lies in their

ability to increase the share of potential output that producers realize by

..ceducing damage due to both natural and human causes. Many of the innovations

in agriculture over the past few decades have involved the introduction of

damage control agents e.g., pesticides, windbreaks, sprinklers for frost pro-

ection, immunizations and antibiotics in feedlot operations, etc. Advances
•

.in storage technology (for instance the fumigation of stored grains) have

'hinged on improvements in damage control agents. Other important examples of

3amage control agents include the use of smoke alarms and sprinkler systems to

antitheftiantivandarism measures (in fact, the prevention

of crimes against property is essentially an exercise in damage control), etc.

The use of damage control agents also tends to subject producers to cer-

tain difficulties whichdo not arise in connection with the use of standard

inputs. The most important problem is that in many cases, the damaging

• agents involved (be they human, insect, or weed) adapt to the damage control

measures taken as time passes, rendering the latter increasingly ineffective.

This problem of growing resistance to damage control has important economic

ramifications.

In many situations notably those involving natural systems (e.g., pest

control immunization, etc.) the details of optimal damage control strategies

• •
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wrebest explored using simulation models. In positive studies, however,.

where the aim is to explain observed behavior and to estimate behavioral or

physical parameters, econometric methods are generally required. The computa-

tional complexities and data requirements of econometric methods restrict them

to specifications that are simpler and less detailed than the ones used for

simulations. Thus, econometric methods are inevitably confined to a lower

level of precision than simulation models. The key to maximizing the accuracy

and information content of econometric models lies in incorporating as much as

possible the critical elements of the available scientific knowledge without

fatally compromising their generality and estimatability.

To date, econometric investigations of damage control have ignored the

specific contributions of the scientific .community in quantifying production

d on_gengric—econometric•mgdels to specify the

relevant functional forms. Specification errors arising in this way may

generate biases of considerable size in estimates of productivity and hence,

faulty conclusions about efficient input usage.

• Economic analysis of agricultural pesticide use is a prime example of this

phenomenon. Theoretical (Feder and Regev; Regev, Shalit, and Gutierrez) and

normative empirical (Shoemaker; Regev, Gutierrez and Feder; Talpaz and

Borosh; Regev, Shalit, and Gutierrez) models of pest management at the farm or

regional level have incorporated the available entomological knowledge in

their model specifications and have derived optimal management patterns and

policy recommendations on this basis. By contrast, econometric measurements

of pesticide productivity have been derived from standard production theory

models, notably using Cobb-Douglas specifications. It will be shown that



•productivity estimates are flawed conceptually and, as .a result, containsignificant statistical biases.
Presented first is a general discussion of the role of damaged abatementin the production process. It is argued that damage control inputs should beincorporated into production analysis in a different manner than regularinputs; in fact, the theoretical and normative empirical literature on pestmanagement has led to the use of the types of specifications suggested by thenature of the biological processes involved.

This approach to the specification of the role of damage control agents inproduction has two important implications for theoretical and, especially,empirical work. First, it is shown that the types of production functionspecifications used most commonly to estimate factor productivity overestimatethe _productivi of4amage—eoitrcftifften in large samples. The sourceof this upward bias is a misspecification of the shape of the marginal factorproductivity curve of damage control inputs which decrease more rapidly in theeconomic range than standard specifications impose.
The kind of specification proposed for incorporating damage control agentsinto production analysis produces empirical models in which factor produc-tivity can be estimated easily from existing data in a number of importantinstances. Specifications will be derived and estimation procedures will bediscussed for several cases of special interest with respect to pesticides.The second important characteristic of this specification is the way ithandles changes in damage control agent productivity over time. In the caseof pesticides,- for example the spread of resistance through a pest populationis an important problem. Treating a damage control agent, such as a
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-pesticide, in the same way as an ordinary factor of production has led

economists to predict behavior contrary to observed fact. In a standard
production function, decreasing factor effectiveness is reflected in decreas-
ing marginal factor productivity and, thus, in reduced levels of factor use.
In the specification, decreasing effectiveness may increase factor demand,
this is precisely the phenomenon observed in pesticide use trends.

A, Model of Damage Control

Damage control agents do not enhance productivity directly as do the standard
types of production factors. To the contrary, such inputs may even impede
productivity somewhat. The application of a pesticide, for example, may be
harmful to crop plants to a certain extent. The contribution to production

......••••••••••••••• . ....••••••••••
• •••-•• - •••••• • - • - •

• made by these inputs come from their function as damage control agents.

Damage control agents increase final output by limiting damage. The role of

such inputs is thus to lessen the difference between potential output (by

which is meant the maximum level of output attainable from a given combination

of directly productive inputs) and actual output.

This characterization of the productive services provided by damage con-

trol -agents suggests that the proper way to specify their role in production

is through the use of a damage abatement function defined as the proportion of

damage avoided by application of any given amount of control agent. Damage

abatement functions naturally have the same characteristics as a probability

distribution. For the case of pesticides for example, the damage abatement

function is usually called the pesticide effectiveness function or the kill

function. It measures the proportion of the target pest population, killed by

the application of any given amount of pesticide.



Production functions that i
ncorporate such damage 

control agents thus hav
e

4;

the following general 
form: output, Q is a function of regula

r inputs, Z,

and a damage control ag
ent X, through the damage aba

tement function
•,.

(1) 
Q = FEZ, G(X)].

As noted, the damage aba
tement,function, GOO, 

has the usual propertie
s of a

probability distributio
n defined on the interva

l (0 ix) or, possibly, on the

interval (0, c for so
me finite X. the contro

l agent effectiveness (o
r

marginal productivity) f
unction is simply the de

nsity of GM.

What is the impact of s
uch a specification on pr

oduction analysis. To see

lhow damage control inpu
t use differs from regul

ar input use, consider f
irst

the profit-maximizing 'be
havior of a producer usi

ng a regular input Z, and

damãgebaemei 
ated as a regular i_r_ipu

tsw_e1.1. The relevant maximi-

zation problem is

(2) 
max II = pF(Z, G) rZ sG,

2,G

where p, r, and s are 
the prices of Q, Z and G, respectively. Assuming an

interior maximum, the 
necessary conditions fo

r maximization are giv
en by

t.

pFz

PFG

-

Sufficiency is assured
 by the negative semid

efiniteness of the Hess
ian matrix

which implies:

F z z < 0

( 4 )
2
GZ



The elasticity, of demand for damage abatement, G, found by differentiation of

(3) with respect to s, is:

(5)

s DG  
as FG 

EG.

GZ
F-F

ZZ

The assumed concavity of the production function in damage abatement means

that the marginal productivity of damage abatement will be decreasing every-

where. The profit-maximizing quantity will be found by the intersection of

the value of marginal product and marginal factor cost curves.

When damage abatement is a function of damage control inputs, the picture

changes. The relevant profit-maximization problem becomes:

(6) max H = pF[Z, G(X)].- wX - r
Z,X

where w is the price of X. Letting Gx = g, the necessary conditions become:

pFz = r

(7)

Sufficiency is ensured by the negative semidefiniteness of the Hessian matrix

which implies:
••

FZZ < 0

(8) FGG • g2 FG g' < 0

FZZ(FGG • g2 FG FZG

both the marginal productivity of damage abatement, FG, and the marginal

effectiveness of the damage control input, g, must be declining to ensure that

•••



a maximum has been attained. The elasticity of demand for the damage control

2

where nG = gX/G is 'the elasticity of the damage abatement function, and
n = g'Xig (the elasticity of the marginal effectiveness of the damage
control input) measures the curvature of the damage abatement function

Evaluation of the expression on the right-hand side of (9) allows one .to
draw several conclusions about the qualitative characteristics of demand for
damage control agents.

First, because g(X) has the properties of a probability density, it is
reasonable to assume that In I >  1, that is. _that the marginal effective-
ness curve is always elastic. The existence of a'finite damage abatement
function (probability distribution), GOO, defined on 0 < X < is
assured if the marginal effectiveness curve (density function g(X), is
declining faster than 1/X (since f lix = in X, which does not converge as X

which implies that g'(X) Xig(X) < -1Ig(X) < -1, a property Which
co)

is easily verified for any of the commonly used distributions (normal, gamma,
etc.). As a result of this property of g(X), it is obvious from (9) that

< 1; that is the demand for damage control inputs is everywhere 
inelastic in all practical instances.

Second, it is evident from (9) that the demand for damage abatement
(represented by its elasticity CC) influences the demand for damage
control inputs. However, the extent of this influence varies considerably.



Consider :.first the case where eG = 0 that is, where the demand for-
.damage abatement is perfectly inelastic. Rearrangement of (9) produces the
,relation ex = EG/(nG ng.eG), from which it is evident that ex =
whenever eG = 0; that is, that the demand for damage control agents is
perfectly inelastic whenever the demand for damage abatement is perfectly
inelastic. Whenever the demand for dama e abatement is serfecti inelastic
then the demand for damage control agents will be dominated by the demand for 
ama e abatement.

•One situation where this may occur is when the relevant production func-
timexhibits fixed proportions with respect to damage abatement. Another is
the case where damage abatement exhibits threshold effects that is, where
some positive proportion of damage abated is equivalent to no abatement at

Adminitrat ion regulations prohibit the
sale of shipments of apples in which more than 5 percent have been found to be
wormy; here damage abatement of 94 percent is equivalent to none, while
95 percent passes muster. (Similar regulations govern the sale of most
produce.) In this case, all that matters to the grower is that worm infesta-
tions affect no more than 5 percent of the crop; hence the demand for pesti-
cides to control this problem will be perfectly inelastic at the 5 percent
damage abatement level.

In the case where the demand for damage abatement is not perfectly
inelastic--where le& > 0--it is easy to verify that aexiaeG = [1/(1 4. rIg
cG /nG

2 )) 0, i.e., that the elasticity of the demand for damage abatement has
a positive effqa on the elasticity of demand for damage control inputs.
Therefore, the more elastic the demand for damage abatement is, the more 
inelastic the demand for  damage control inputs will be.



As the level of damage control agent use r
ises, however, nG declines

(since anc(3X f. El G 
1.- n gu ] n../X) and, hence, the influence of the de

mand

for damage abatement CG 
on the demand for damage control inputs' 

eV 
tends

' 4 ,

to diminish.' In fact, as X gets suffici
ently large that G(X) approaches 1,

nG tends to vanish; as a result, ex approac
hes ling. Since in

most observed cases damage control agents
 tend to be used at close to full

effectiveness one can conclude that, whenever leGI > 0, the elasticity

• of demand for damage control inputs is t
he reciprocal of the elasticity of th

e 

plEginal„ effectiveness curve.

Econometric Implications of the Specif
ication

. 'blot happens when a standard produc
tion function specification, such as a

---7------:toblialatias-,--is-used - to estimateLtheAnarginaLproductivity of
 damage con-

trol? The result of such a misspedification
 can be seen in figure 1 which

compares a standard Cobb-Douglas margina
l productivity curve with one derived

 •

from the damage control specification
 proposed above. It is easily seen that

any specification which restricts the r
ate at which the marginal effectivene

ss

curve declines will tend to produce o
verestimates of the marginal productivi

ty

of damage control agents and at the same time, to produce undere
stimates of

the productivity of natural factors. 
Moreover, these biases will occur even

when the specification used is a good 
approximation of the true model in eve

ry

respect but the incorporation of the 
damage control input.

More formally, assume that the outp
ut elasticities of damage abatement 

G,

and of all other inputs, Z are constant and that the elasticiti
es of
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substitution differ .only negligibly from one over the relevant range, then the

Cobb-Douglas specification,

- • (10)

-

eazo[GcmY eu

represents the underlying production function and the random error asspciated
with it. It will be convenient to use the logarithmic form of the model.

• Letting the lower case letters, g, z, and x represent the natural logarithms
. of Q, Z, and X respectively, the model can be rewritten:

= a is + y ln G(X) + u.

• Now suppose that, instead of the model given by (10) and (11), a Cobb-

Douglas specification using the damage control_agent, X, instead of damage

abatement, GOO is used to estimate this, that is, that the estimating model

used is:

a + zf3 + yx + V.

As we show formally, in the Appendix, the ordinary least-squares (OLS)
A

estimation of a a converges in probability to a number less than a;

specifically,

(13) plima=a+y 1G n (e)X] <a,
n+c°

where X is the mean value of 11100. At the same time, the OLS estimation of
A

y, y, converges in probability to a number which is greater than the measure

of damage control agent productivity at mean usage level R, TIG(R) y:



- 2-

plim y = e ) I >(N) y.
n+co

The implication of these findings is that the use of a standard Cobb-Douglas
-specification to estimate damage control agent (pesticide) productivity leads

to overestimation of the marginal productivity of the damage control agent and

underestimation of the marginal productivity of natural and omitted factor

-even when the Cobb-Douglas specification is good for damage abatement.

The intuition behind these results can be grasped easily upon examination

of figure 1. The specification of damage control agent productivity proposed

here suggests that the marginal product (marginal effectiveness) curves of the

damage control agent will decline at an increasing rate in the economic
---- reeciff.--fhe reason for this increasingly rapid decline lies in the specifi-

cation of marginal effectiveness as a probability 'density: To converge, g(X)

must decline faster than 1/X and, hence, must decrease more rapidly as X gets

larger. As a result the elasticity of the marginal effectiveness curve also

grows as X increases. Aspecification like the Cobb-Douglas cannot match this

behavior. Instead a standard Cobb-Douglas specification will produce a

marginal effectiveness curve whose elasticity is constant and hence, which

declines more slowly than the true marginal effectiveness curve. The impli-

cations of this fact can be seen easily in figure 1. The standard Cobb-

Douglas specification will produce consistent estimates of the damage control
MM.

agent productivity parameter no, at a point ex which necessarily lies

to the left of the average level of damage control agent use X. Since the

true parameter tends to decline quite rapidly, the estimated marginal product

curve .will lie above the true curve for levels of control agent use greater



than ex At average use levels then, the estimated value of marginal dam
age

control agent productivity (VOE) will be greater (conceivably subs
tantially

greater) than the true value of marginal damage control agent produ
ctivity

(VMPIO and will appear to be greater than marginal control agent cost (M
C).

This result explains one of the most perplexing findings of the ec
ono-

metric literature on pesticide use: that marginal pesticide productivity has

been well above marginal application cost. Perhaps the clearest example is
•

the work of Campbell, who applied a Cobb-Douglas production functi
on to data

on output, pesticide use and other factors in Canadian apple orchards and

found marginal pesticide productivities that were about 12 times 
marginal

cost. The implication, of course, is that pesticides ar
e greatly under-

utilized. In light of the biological and behavioral literature on pesticid
e

use, such a conclusion is astounding, to say the least. The overwhelming

consenus opinraidf-the theoretivat, normative - empirical, a
nd casual

empirical studies performed concerning pesticide use is t
hat pesticides are

overused rather than underutilized as the econometric liter
ature suggests.

Consideration of such factors as the potential growth of res
istance common

stock externalities, informational and human capital probl
ems, and the like

suggests that marginal pesticide productivity lies belo
w marginal cost' at

common usage levels.

The analysis of econometric method presented above
 indicates that the

source of this contradiction is the incorrect methodolo
gy employed in these

studies. Estimation of the production function using the dama
ge control agent

(pesticide) instead of a damage abatement (kill) f
unction produces an upward

bias in the estimates of damage control agent (pe
sticide) Which, in turn,

implies the productivity underutilization of the dam
age control agent.

• JRMWAIWNMWVVDMWIMngWMMVCIWVAWWVVWtuauaowwrw
o,mrJpsmmrosarmwm
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Estimating Damage Control: Some Sample Specifications

Because the damage abatement function can be represented quite naturally by a
cumulative distribution, it is not difficult to specify empirical models for
estimating the productivity of damage control agents. In this section we give
some examples of possible specifications derived from distributions that have
been used in the pest management literature. It turns out that, in a number
of important cases, estimation of the parameters of these models is remarkably
simple so that use of damage abatement functions in empirical work entails
little or no additional cost.

Since the Cobb-Douglas specification is used so commonly, assume that the
modified Cobb-Douglas form given by (10) represents the Production function
well. Under this assumption and the assumption of a specific form for the
damage abatement function G(X), it becomes possible to derive production

function and damage control agent demand function specifications for use in
econometric work. Table I shows the production functions (in log form) and

damage control agent demand functions implied by four specifications of G(X):
the Pareto distribution, the exponential distribution, the logistic distribu-
tion, and the Weibull distribution. The latter three specifications are of
particular interest because, of their use in this capacity in normative

empirical models of pest management. The Pareto, on the other hand is of

interest primarily because of its econometric implications.

Consider, first, the case of the Pareto damage abatement function. In the

form given in table 1, both the production function and damage control agent

demand relation are quite intractable for linear estimation and must be

approached by nonlinear means. But in the special case where y = 1, that
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is damage abatement is proportional to potential output, it can be shown that

the supply function can be expressed as

a1a23= a
0 
p r

a+X B/(14) A 1/[1+X-a(24.0].where a 0 0 AK ] a1 = [1 + 0(2 + AWil + x' 

6(2 + xn; a2 = 41 + 0(2 + ?)]AIL + X - $(2 + 0]; and a3 . -1/[1. + x -

0(2 4- 0].

•as:

(16)

Similarly, demand for the damage control agent can be expressed

a2X=a
0 
p r

where a = [Ada Ie]l/(141) •, al = (1 a)/(1 x) a -2 - -OM + X)

a3 = -1/(1 +X), and a4 = + In short, a Pareto damage abatement

function together with the assumption of damage abatement proportional to

potential output, yields standard Cobb-Douglas specifications for the supply

function and for damage control agent demand. It turns out that this result

arises from the fact that the Pareto distribution, like the Cobb-Douglas,

possesses a marginal curve (density) elasticity of which is constant. For the

form of the Pareto distribution given here, for instance, it is readily

apparent that the marginal effectiveness curve, g(X) =Kx-C+1) has an

elasticity of -0, + 1) for X. The Pareto distribution is exceptional in

this regard: The density elasticities of most distributions increase

_relatively rapidly. In fact, the Pareto distribution can be considered a

limiting case for probability distributions in this respect.



l7

Mule this demonstration shows that the standard Cobb-Douglas specifica-
tion may be valid for examining the role of damage control agents in produc-
tion under some conditions it turns out that these conditions are so
restrictive as to be unimportant practically. The validity of a standard
Cobb-Douglas specification depends on two conditions: (1) that damage
abatement be proportional to potential output and (2) that damage abatement be
well represented by a Pareto distribution. Condition (1) is certainly a good
description of damage abatement in many, situations, it should be recognized,
houever, that there are also many situations where it does not characterize
the role of damage abatement well. Condition (2) may also hold in some
cases. But, by and large Pareto distributions have not been found to
characterize damage abatement very well precisely because of their slow rates
of change. (The distributions us_ed_for_pesticide effectiveness, for example,
are discussed in detail below.)

Now consider the case where the damage abatement function is assumed to be
exponential. (In the pesticide literature, this specification was used by
Regev, Gutierrez, and Feder in their study of alfalfa weevil control.) The
production function is nonlinear in A. It can be estimated, of course, by
nonlinear methods or, since I should lie between zero and one, the parame-
ters of the model can be estimated by linear techniques combined with a grid
search for A.

Alternatively, consider the demand for the damage control agent. Aslight
rearrangement of the relation given in table 1 yields a function of the form:

(17) e = a + aqw ),
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/Xwhere ao - 1 + el and al = Xy. This relation is estimated easily using OLS
methods because the right-hand side is a simple linear function of revenue and

pesticide price data for both of which, it is important to note, are

generally available. The production function parameters of particular

interest y and X are recovered easily from the estimated coefficients,

and a1

Alternatively, assume that the damage abatement function can be

represented by a logistic distribution as was done by Shoemaker in her study
of flour moth control. As is evident from table 1, the demand function for

the damage control agent (pesticide) can be expressed as

(18) = a + a
1 
1[.

-

• where ao = p/a + lia • In ya and al = 1/a. If Via is sufficiently small,

in [110Ww] can be used is a proxy for In [pWw Ilya] at a cost of a

negligible reduction in efficiency. In this case, use of a logistic damage

abatement function implies that the proper specification of damage control

agent demand is as a linear function of In [pWw].

This approximate demand relation can be estimated easily using OLS, and

the parameter .a can be recovered from the estimate of al. In general, it

will not be possible to recover estimates of the two remaining parameters y

and p. If, however, there is reason to believe that damage is strictly

proportional to potential output, i.e., we believe that y = I, then

estimation of both of the parameters of the damage abatement function can be

estimated using the damage control agent demand function.
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s a final example consider the case where the damage abatement function

can be represented by a Weibull distribution as Talpaz and Borosh assume in

their study of pest control in cotton. The demand of the damage control agent

is shown in table 1. In general, cy X (pQ/w) will be • large enough to

he a very close approximation to Cy X 
f 1 1

kloQ/w) + 1 so.that the relation

will be .a good approximation to the demand function given in table 1. The

relation in (19) can be rearranged to yield the demand function,

(20)

-

in X = a0 + al in w

where ao = (in cy)/c and al = lid. By and large, then, a Weibull damage

abatement function implies that demand should be specified as the function in

(20).

This demand relation is nonlinear in the parameters; hence the parameters

cannot be estimated by straightforward linear regression. It dQes seem, how-

ever, that a fairly simple iterative procedure could be used. The first stage

of such a procedure would involve an OLS regression of X + in X on a constant

and in [01/w]; for reasonable values of c, (c - 1)/c will be quite close to.

one so that X + in X will be a good approximation for the left-hand side of

(20). Estimates of c and y can be derived easily from the estimates of ao

and a1. The approximation error can be reduced by using the estimate of c

obtained from such a regression to recalculate the left-hand side and redoing

the OLS regression using the recalculated value of the dependent variable,

step which can be repeated as many times as may seem desirable.



Changes in in Damage Control Agent Productivity

.Damage control agents *differ from normal inputs in a second important way,namely, in the manner in which their utilization responds to environmentallyinduced changes in their productivity. Consider what happens to demand for anormal factor of production when its productivity decreases because of somechange in the productive environment. Decreased factor productivity meansthat total output will be less than it was previously for every level of inputuse. If the production function is a standard neoclassical one (specifically,if output is zero when use of any input is zero, if the marginal productivityof any factor is quite large at a zero level of utilization and if marginalproductivity is monotonically decreasing in factor use, i.e., the productionfunction is concave), then this decline in factor productivity means that the
•••••••••••--$ •••'•

of the factor will decrease at every level of factor useand, hence that the level of utilization of that factor will also decline.In short an environmentally induced decrease in productivity of a factor willdecrease demand for it.

This line of argument was put forward for the case of pesticides byCarlson in his empirical study of the impact of resistance on pesticide use.Carlson argued that the development of resistance implied decreasing marginalpesticide productivity over time and, thus, that the demand should fall forpesticides to which resistance was developing. The standard characterizationof this phenomenon, however, is that farmers' typical short-run response tothe development of resistance to some pesticides is to increase usage levelsas compensation for the decrease in pesticide productivity. Use of the:affected pesticide decreases only when productivity is so low that alternative

•.)



pesticides become become more efficient. This pattern has been observed in every

case in 'which resistance has eroded pesticide productivity over time. In

fact, it is further borne out by the results of Carlson's study. In his

• investigation of pesticide demand, he found that resistance measures were

positively correlated with demand for organophosphates (to which resistance

had emerged only recently) while they were negatively correlated with demand

for DDT--a chemical to which resistance was quite extensive.

Similar phenomena occur in most types of damage abatement. For example,

bacteria populations typically develop resistance to antibiotics necessitat-

ing the use of larger doses to achieve satisfactory control of infections.

Dams and other flood control devices are subjected to water erosion, gradually

weakening their ability to prevent floods and necessitating additional invest-

. 'Tient in repair and renovation. Criminals tend to find ways of coping with

each improvement in prevention technology making further improvements a

continual necessity. In short, because damage abatement typically involves

natural systems in which damaging agents tend to adapt to abatement efforts,'

declines in damage control agent productivity tend to be the rule rather than

the exception.

Treating damage control agents as normal inputs implies that farmers,

medical practitioners crime prevention experts, and others respond

irrationally to environmentally induced changes in damage control agent

productiVity. By contrast, analyzing damage control agents in the context of

a damage abatement function supports fully the rationality of their behavior .

in such situations. The optimality of increased damage control agent usage is

shown easily under short-run profit maximization using the model of damage

abatement introduced above.



e types of changes discussed above have the effect of reducing the

effectiveness of any given level of damage control agent applied. Any given

amount ofdamage control agent will thus abate smaller proportion of damage

than before; in other words more damage control agent is required to achieve

any given level of abatement.

,To capture this effect, we redefine the damage abatement function, G(*),
'a function of the amount of damage control agent applied, X, and the level

of resistance R,. where G(X R ) < G(X, R0) for R0 <.R1 and for all X; in

other words <* 0 for all X. In fact we will. define R such that theR

!strict inequality holds everywhere but at the minimal and maximal levels where

increases in resistance may have no effect.

For ease of analysis, we will impose two additional restrictions. First,
- - _ - -----we-wrir-consTder-the—effect of resi-staiide- Only for the case of unimodal damage-

._

abatement functions which are the only ones used for empirical purposes.

Second, we assume that the curves representing marginal effectiveness for two

different levels of resistance cross only once; in essence this assumption

merely says that increased levels of resistance do not distort the shape of

the marginal effectiveness function too much. Together, these imply that

Gm > 0--that increased resistance increases the marginal effectiveness

of the damage control agent--in the economic region. The reason for this is

simple. For small values of X, increased resistance implies that marginal

effectiveness must decrease. As shown in figure.2 only when Gx(X0, R1) <

GX (X0' R0) will G(X0 R1), the area under the new marginal effectiveness
Xo xocurve be less than G(X, Ro). Formally, fo Gx(X, Ri) dX < Gx(X,

N.)) a Implies that GxR < 0 for small values of X. Since the two functions

,must both attain a value of 1 at the maximal dose level however, C must
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lbe positive for at least some X; the single crossing assumption ensures that

this condition will not be reversed once it is attained.

The impact of increased resistance on damage control agent demand can be

analyzed formally via total differentiation of the first-order conditions

given by (3), amended to include the shifter R in the damage abatement

function. Rearrangement of the resulting equation yields:

9X
OR = ExR GXGR1 .

u'c

The expression on the right-hand side of (21) is positive whenever GxR

0; for the cases. we are considering, the latter is true everywhere in the

economic region and, thus, aX/3R > 0 for all the relevant application

levels.

Why this is so can be seen easily in figure 2. The condition G >

means that the economic region of the marginal effectiveness curve shifts to

the right for all :X's (as does the marginal value product curve) as shown by

the change from G(X1 .R0) to G(CI. R1). For any given level of marginal

cost, the new level of demand, X', is then necessarily greater than the old

level X.

Under the most commonly encountered conditions, then, an environmentally

induced reduction in damage control agent productivity has effects on a da
mage

control agent that are completely the opposite of the effect it would have o
n

a normal input. Increased resistance increases marginal effectiveness and,

hence, marginal productivity. The optimal profit-maximizing response,

obviously, is to increase damage control agent use precisely as has bee
n

observed in such situations.
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Conclusions

This paper demonstrates the importance of incorporating correct specification
of damage abatement processes in the estimation of production functions and

input productivity. First, it shows that the use of traditional specifica-
tions (e.g., the Cobb-Douglas) leads to overestimation of the productivity of
damage-control inputs and underestimation of the productivity of other
inputs. When and if such estimates are used in policy determination the

••

resulting errors can be quite serious. In the case of pesticides, for
-instance, a policymaker guided by the econometric studies available would be
led to encourage more extensive and intensive use of pesticides--at a time
when pesticides were extremely overutilized.

The paper also shows that traditional specifications produce misleading
.  -preditti5fi14hen damage control agent productivity is changing over time.

Traditional specifications suggest that the spread of will lead to
the reductions in the use of a damage control agent. In contrast, the

specification proposed here captures the phenomenon that actually occurs,

namely, that the use of a damage control agent will increase in response to

resistance and that it will decrease only when resistance is so widespread

that alternative measures are more cost effective.

Finally, the paper shows that a more sophisticated approach to damage

abatement in production (like the one proposed here) can be incorporated into
econometric work at little or no extra computational cost. Many of the

distributions especially relevant in this context yield easily estimated

damage control agent demand relations from which most or all of the structural

parameters can be recovered. The general availability of nonlinear estimation

•



•

. I.

'packages removes much if not all, of the remaining difficulties associated

with direct estimation of production. In sum, the specification of damage

abatement proposed here adds considerable sophistication and accuracy to the

analysis of the role of damage control agents in production without making

estimation any more difficult. It should thus prove to be quite useful for

improving quantitative decision-making in all areas in which damage abatement

is an important factor.

_

•

-
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APPENDIX

"Proof of the Upward Bias in Cobb-Douglas
Estimates of Damage Control Agent Productivity"

• To investigate the impact of using the standard Cobb-Douglas form (12) in

place of the true model given in (11), consider the standard Cobb-Douglas form

as an approximation to the true model. Specifically, consider the Taylor

series expansion of in G(X) around x, the mean value of In X. Then, X becomes

a function of x: X(x) = ex since X = elnx we thus have aXiax = 2 X/3x2

x.

The approximation is

AI.

(A2)

•..

••

ln G(X) = ln G(J Ti

ill•••••

The approximated model is

=a+z +ylnG ex

. •

n (eR' x)- (x.- Ta2 +n I 

where v, as we see from (13), is the sum of the higher order terms of the

Taylor expansion and of the white-noise random variable u. The model given by

(A2) is more conveniently written

(A3) = a + za xy + v



L.

'there a =• + y[ln G

contains terms in (x

R.
flG (e ) x and y = y nG(e ). Since the error term v- 

, (x - R) , and so on, which are undoubtedly
A. A. correlated with x and may well be correlated with z, the OLS estimators a, 0,

• , .

A A

and y will give biased estimates of a, a, and Y. Assuming, however, that the

coefficients of these terms are suitably small, it is easy to show that the
^

OLS estimators will be consistent for a, 0

:Let M =1-xxx

6 and y, are

(As)
04110

and y.2

rewrite the model as

yo + xy + V.

x' and M = I.- y(yiy)-
Y

Then the OLS estimators,

n . n
x -1(*,.11

2c2i -- Y.[ 1.11Y_ ' .
n n n) (O]

As long as x'x)/n,. (y'y)/n and (x1y)/n converge to finite numbers as the

sample size gets large and as long as the coefficients of the terms in v are
A A

of oreer smaller than the sample size, the estimators 6 arid; will converge to
A •

and y, respectively, as the sample size gets large.

However a and y are biased measures of a (the productivity of natural

factors and omitted variables) and yriG (the productivity of the damage control

agent), respectively.

Consider first the case of a. As we saw above,

(A6)
.A11... •

cc . a + y [in G( e')
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I.

The term in the square brackets is negative since In G(e5E) < 0 and
4,0

x > O. As a result, a < a: The OLS estimator from the standard Cobb-Douglas

specification underestimates the productivity of natural factors and omitted

variables.

The bias in y is more subtle. The measure of marginal factor produc-

tivity generally derived from econometric studies is the marginal productivity

of a factor evaluated at the mean levels of output and all the relevant

inputs; this for instance, is the measure used in the pesticide studies

conducted by Headley; Campbell; and Carlson. For the case of the damage

control agent X this is

ax TC

The estimate derived from the standard specification is

(A8)
X

Now, In X is a concave function of X; hence, by Jensen 's inequality, Emn X<

x
in EX, i.e., x < in X. Since e is monotonically increasing in X, e < e

InX
 =

Next, consider the behavior of in the economic region. It is straight-

forward to show that

imseNNIPM0111,1M TWICAMfract,,,VMSOMS .1.1Veliflaa....eaugootativavtitompormootaimatwwwettozawrrendIMWAVIRMAAMVP,07.4r• •



Since X n < -1 becatise g(X) is a probability density and since nG

> 0 for the same reason, t is evident from (A9) that andaX < 0

i.e., nG(X) is monotonically decreasing in the range of economic use.
•••••••

This fact implies that nG(ex) > n (X) and hence, that the-G

estimate of marginal productivity derived from the standard specification is

biased upward.

J*Ioreover, as :X gets larger, the rate of decrease of nG increases and,

therefore the difference between njex) and nG(X) increases also.

ahce damage control agents tend to be used at close to maximum effectiveness,

i.e. X tends to be quite large .this bias will also tend to be quite sub-

stantial in practical examples.

4
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Footnotes

1The damage abatement function, GOO, may be a function of other

variables besides the damage control agent X. In the case of pesticides, for

instance, G(-) may also be a function of pest population and other

indicators of crop ecosystem status. In the case of immunization, G(-) may

-also be a function of age and other indicators of health status. Since the

concern here is with input selection, these other variables are treated as•

parameters and, hence, G(-) is treated as a single-valued function of :X.
2Briefly, the specific condition for the consistency of the OLS

estimators is that the coefficients of the higher order terms of the Taylor

expansion of In GOO be of an order of magnitude smaller than n the number of

observations in the sample.

• ••• •••..
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